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Appendix 1: Contracts and Previous Statements Which Require Updating

Negotiated Contracts Current Status

Telecom NZ: exclusive use of number

ranges for the distribution of SMS and

MMS messages worldwide

Valid: to date the company has yet to

commercialise the distribution of SMS

and MMS messages through the

agreement

Pak Telecom: exclusive use of Pakistan

number ranges for the distribution of

SMS and MMS messages worldwide

Enforceability/value is under review;

term of initial contract has lapsed; in

process of renegotiation

Various miscellaneous agreements with

regulators in several other countries for

access to number ranges

These smaller agreements are under

review, and will require individual

renegotiation

ISTV: commercial short code number

agreements

Agreements have lapsed; the company

will not realise any income from this

transaction, however, it maintains a

positive working relationship with ISTV

Citic Telecom 1616: agreement for

provision of international messaging

services

Valid: there have been considerable

delays to utilise Citic’s ISMS platform;

intention is to solidify the relationship

and move it forward as a priority

Mobile 365: agreement for provision of

international messaging services

Valid: The company’s relationship with

Mobile 365 remains in place

Previous Company Statements Current Status

“There are contracts in place that

represent over 70% of the number

ranges the company is seeking to

acquire; by mid-2006, we’ll have

largely completed the acquisition of

these number ranges.”

This statement is incorrect; new

management have made it their

highest priority to negotiate and secure

these contracts and number ranges as

soon as practicable.

“Negotiations are underway to

complete another three hubbing

arrangements by mid-2006.”

Limited progress has been made with

negotiations; the future outcome of

these arrangements are at this moment

uncertain.

“We have exclusive control of more

than 1,000 country codes and national

designation codes.”

This statement is incorrect. The actual

number of exclusively controlled codes

is being investigated.

“We own thousands of vanity short

codes.”

This statement is incorrect. The

company currently has access to over

100 vanity short codes which could

potentially be commercialised.


